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Outline

• Synchronous versus Asynchronous modes of computing

• Round-robin query processing.

• Efficient distributed indexing and parallel query

processing.



Search Engines
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Sharing nothing model



Processing a single query
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Query Processing under High Traffic
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Queries are solved using information
distributed in all processors



Ranker and fetcher processors



Dealing with high and low query traffic



Threads architecture
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Multi-threaded query processing

thread



BSP Computing



Round-robin query processing
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Round-robin query processing
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Switching between Sync/Async modes.



Automatic switching ����
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Accepting on-line updates
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Light multi-threading





openMP model for in-core multi-threading



Multi-threading in each superstep and processor
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Buckets using Spatial Sparce Selection (SSS)
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SSS Pivots

The same SSS pivots in each table (bucket).

Also the same ordering of pivots in the table columns, 
the first two are the most distant ones, and so on.
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Each processor contains the same LC centers

and SSS pivots, objects are the distributed ones.



Multi-threaded query processing

The first column is ordered by distance to the first pivot 
so two binary searches per query determines the range of rows
where candidate objects to be compared with the query can be found.

SSS pivots



Experiments



P1P1

database evenly distributed among processors

and the first center selected at random

Compute distances to local objects
Selects a new center

Send new center and its sum to P0

P0 P1  ----------- Pp

Selects the center maximizing the 
sum of distance computedof distance computed

Broadcast the new centerBroadcast the new center

Iteration

Index construction



P2P2

Selects its candidate centers locally
then broadcast to all.

P0 P1  ----------- Pp

Computes distance between the local Computes distance between the local 

centerscenters

Selects the ones maximizing the sum Selects the ones maximizing the sum 

of distanceof distance

Index construction



LocalLocal

Each processor builds its own 
local index using its local objects

P0 P1  ----------- Pp

Easy to build and update: No communication is required 

among processors during these operations.

Index construction



Index construction



Sequential performance



Parallel query processing



Parallel performance



Conclusions

Efficient and scalable perform

Efficient and scalable performance is obtained because
of index data structures devised to increase locality in

space and time.

The bulk-synchronous organization of parallel query 
processing allows proper control of hardware resources.



Questions ?


